The principles have global application

The Principles for Accountable Policing have global application. Taking the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights as their starting point, the Principles recognize the genesis of legal frameworks that have set the standards for international police accountability within all signatory States. Article 29 provides that everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full development of their personality is possible, underscoring a key element of the policing model within the UK and Ireland, namely the mutuality of accountability.

The accountability of the police to their communities is specifically underscored by the UN Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials while, in the European Union, the Code of Police Ethics goes further still, setting out features that should exist in any ethical policing service, for example, the training of officers, the conduct of suspect interviews, and the provision of assistance to victims of crime.

While these instruments and national laws can be deployed to attain legal remedies, the shortcomings of litigation (naming, blaming and claiming) apply equally to disputes between the citizen and their law enforcement agencies (LEA). The advantages of alternative approaches to litigation (informality, flexibility, creativity) also apply.

The bottom line is that LEA accountability bodies must ultimately be able to effect change. As one congressman summarized it in the context of policing of Northern Ireland, there must be “something that tolerates the calling of where the system falls short.” This is not necessarily the same as simply being responsible in law. Yes, there are clear examples of how formal intervention of the courts can drive and oversee policing improvements, such as the Consent Decree between the US Government and the Los Angeles Police Dept., but such measures involve enforcement and supervision – in the case of the LAPD Decree the court’s supervision remained in place for over a decade. By contrast there are opportunities for righting wrongs, promptly and practically, at less systemic levels, through mediation and alternative resolution. The Principles take all available measures into account.
A. General Principles

Principle 1: Universality – all policing must be accountable
Principle 2: Independence
Principle 3: Compellability
Principle 4: Enforceability and redress
Principle 5: Legality

B. Conduct

Principle 6: Constructiveness
Principle 7: Clarity
Principle 8: Transparency

C. Participation

Principle 9: Pluralism and multi-level participation
Principle 10: 'Recognition' and 'Reason'

D. Implementation and evaluation

Principle 11: Commit to Robust Evidence and Independent Evaluation
Principle 12: Be a Learning Organization

Role for Mediation/ADR

The Principles of Independence, Clarity, Multi-level Participation most clearly accommodate the mediation approach, and the general ethos of practicality and utility that mediation can offer runs throughout. A counter-argument to LEA accountability is the perennial “public interest” position, the desire for punitive action, and the risk of a “behind-closed-doors” settlement being seen as depriving the process of public transparency. As Hensler6 puts it so wonderfully “…the visible presence of institutionalized and legitimized conflict, channeled productively, teaches citizens that it is not always better to compromise… sometimes great gains are to be had by peaceful contest.”

The key here is balance and the Principles provide for all viewpoints. True, the resolution of grievances in camera may operate against Hensler’s “public spectacle of civil litigation.” However, an agreed public statement and a sworn commitment to learning and improvement are often essential remedies for true resolution and closure between citizens and their LEAs, remedies unavailable in the amphitheatre of gladiatorial litigation.

A commitment to independent evaluation of actions, policies and practices and the subsequent learning that is encouraged by mediation can contribute uniquely to a “cycle of enlightenment” in which leaders learn how stakeholders make sense of their situation and then use this knowledge to “teach,” to modify and grow. Adopting the ethos of mediation/ADR into policing governance can achieve forward momentum, particularly for the resolution of community grievances by which the continuation or restoration of positive relationships is more likely to be achieved than by litigation.

The Principles for Accountable Policing offer a blueprint for democratic policing anywhere in the world. Running through them is a seam of meditative philosophy that I have espoused since applying to become a Weinstein Fellow in 2009. I am keen to work with other Fellows interested in embedding them throughout our global community.
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